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When Mexico won its 

independence from 

Spain in 1821, 

Mexicans welcomed 

U.S. settlers.  Many of 

the land grants on the 

map went to 

Americans.

Texas 



American settlers in Texas

Stephen Austin was granted permission to settle 

Americans in Texas.  

Other Americans, known as empresarios (contractors) 

were also given large land grants.  

The number of Americans in Texas grew from 300 in 

1823 to 50,000 in 1836 far outnumbering Mexican Texans 

or Tejanos.  

Americans in to Texas were supposed to:

1. Become Mexican citizens

2. Become Catholic

3. Not bring slaves into Texas

THEY DID 

NONE OF 
THESE
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Because Americans violated Mexican laws, they 
banned American immigration in 1830. Mexico also 
placed heavy tariffs on American goods. 

In 1834 General Antonio Lopez de Santa Ana 
became dictator and abolished the Mexican 1824 
constitution. 

Americans and Tejanos (Mexican Texans) were 
upset the constitutional guarantees of local self-rule 
were abolished with the constitution, as well as the 
abolition of slavery. Many Americans relied upon slave 
labor and opposed Santa Ana’s strict abolitionist 
stance. 

Fighting broke out between the Mexican army and 
Texans, both Americans and some Tejanos, signaling 
the start of the Texas revolution for independence.

Conflict in Texas

General Antonio Lopez de 

Santa Ana:  commander of 
Mexican forces

Davy Crockett: U.S. legislator and 
hero of the Alamo

James Bowie:  

co-
commander of 

the Alamo

William B. 

Trav is:  co-

commander 

of the Alamo
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A pyrrhic victory is one where the winner sustained heavy damage to win. 

Fighting lasted from February 23-March 6, 1836 at the Alamo in San Antonio, an 

old Spanish mission. The revolutionaries forced the Mexican troops in San 

Antonio to surrender and occupied the Alamo. When General Santa Ana 

arrived, the 13 day battle pitted few revolutionaries against the army of Mexico. 

Although the Mexicans ultimately won the battle, the revolutionaries were able 

to win the war. 

The Battle of the Alamo:  Mexican pyrrhic victory
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Within a month of Santa Ana’s victory 

at the Alamo his army was destroyed at 
the Battle of San Jacinto. 

He was captured and forced to grant 

Texas independence from Mexico.  

Although later Santa Ana renounced 

the agreement Texas was never again 
seriously threatened by invasion.

Map of the new Republic of 

Texas

Mexico lost the war and the Republic of Texas was 

established, 1836
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The Texans expected the U.S. to annex them as a new slave state. If Texas was annexed as a 

slave state, the ratio of free to slave states would tilt in favor of slavery. Congress was also 
worried about starting a war with Mexico. As a result, Congress recognized Texas as a nation 

but did not annex it until 1845. 

Anti-

annexation 

documents 

from the 1830’s
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Manifest Destiny led to war with Mexico and the Oregon territory becoming part of the U.S.

Manifest Destiny was the belief the U.S. had a God given mission to spread its civilization by 

conquest to the entire western hemisphere no matter who it harmed.



Technological innovations like the telegraph, steamship and railroad could 

link distant places like Oregon and California that had once seemed remote. 

A belief that democracy must continue to grow in order to survive. 

A desire to expand the benefits of American civilization.

Southerners were anxious to acquire new lands for additional slave states.

A need to develop new markets made the acquisition of pacific ports a 

priority.

Fear that Great Britain would try and block American annexation of Texas 

and might expand her own holdings in North America.

Reasons for Manifest Destiny
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Even though Mexico signed a treaty, they 

never really conceded Texas was an independent 

nation. 

When the U.S. annexed Texas in 1845, 

Mexican/U.S. relations reached a breaking point.   

President Polk sent an envoy, James Slidell, to 

seek a peaceful resolution, however the Mexican 

President, Mariano Parades, ordered Slidell out of 

Mexico and threatened war. 

President Polk ordered troops to the border. 

On April 25, 1846 a unit commanded by 

Captain Thornton was ambushed by Mexican 

soldiers and suffered casualties.

Tension with Mexico over Texas led to war

President Polk’s  

declaration of war 

against Mexico,              

May 13, 1846 
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The Mexican American War, 1846-1848



Future president General 
Zachary Taylor “Old 

Rough and Ready” 

commander of U.S. 
forces in northern 

Mexico

Future president 

Ulysses S. Grant 

fought in the capture 

of Mexico City 

The war proved to be a training ground for future 

Civil War soldiers. Three later presidents also served 

in the war.

Future president Franklin 
Pierce, after serving in 

Congress volunteered 

to fight in Mexico City



The war with Mexico sparked sectional conflict

The war was the ultimate extension of Manifest Destiny:  the belief that 

Americans had a God given destiny to take over the entire North 
American continent.

Battle of Churubusco 

August 20, 1847



Ohio Senator Tom Corwin accused Polk of involving the U.S. in a war of aggression. 

Senator John C. Calhoun of South Carolina abstained from voting, correctly 
foreseeing the war would aggravate sectional strife. 

Massachusetts Senator Daniel Webster voiced doubts about the constitutionality of 
Polk's actions, believing Polk had failed to consult adequately with Congress.

Author Henry David Thoreau refused to pay his $1 Massachusetts poll tax because he 
believed the war an immoral advancement of slavery. 

Former President John Quincy Adams described the war as a southern expedition to 
find "bigger pens to cram with slaves." 

A freshman Whig Congressman from Illinois, Abraham Lincoln questioned whether 
the "spot" where blood had been shed, which had begun the war, was really U.S. soil. 

Support for the war tended to vary by region, thus the sectional conflict. 

Opposition was mainly rooted in the north where many viewed it as a plot to 

extend slavery. 



“Bear flag revolt” on June 14, 1846

John Fremont launched a revolution to free California from Mexican control 

and establish a republic. In less than a month, the territory was independent. 

When news of the Mexican American War reached California, the goal 

became statehood. It later became a state in 1850.  

California 

state flag



The war was fought in northern and central Mexico in 

many different battles. Although the Mexican army had 

several victories, the U.S. dominated in the end, 

captured Mexico City, and forced the Mexicans to 

surrender.
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The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo ended the war on 

February 2, 1848





1. 525,000 square miles of new territory was added.

2. The Americans suffered heavy losses; the nearly 13,000 dead included only 

about 1,700 in combat—the rest fell to disease. 

3.  The war was a proving ground for young military officers (Grant, Jackson, Lee, 

Meade, Sherman, for example) who would soon put their skills to work against 

each other in the American Civil War. 

4. It led to political problems over the extension of slavery that resulted in the Civil 

War 13 years later.

5. The U.S. became a Pacific power.

6. The expansion plans of Britain, Russia and France on the North American 

continent were thwarted. 

Impact of the war on the United States



1840

1850

The U.S. in 

1840, prior to 

Polk’s 

presidency

The U.S. in 

1850, after 

Polk’s 

presidency
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Document-Based Question:

1. Why do you think some of trails ran along rivers?



Notes 1844-1846:

- 1845 James K. Polk becomes president.

- 1845 Texas becomes a state. Tension
with Mexico increases
- 1846 Oregon becomes a U.S. territory.








